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Setting the Stage

The sands of time were eroded by the river of constant change.
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Genesis, Firth of Fifth
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Introduction: How Vertebrates and
Cars Are (and Are Not) Similar
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I know very little about cars. I know that I like to get from
point A to point B in a reliable vehicle. I know that I like my car to start
when I turn the ignition. I know that whereas I am theoretically capable
of changing a tire on the expressway, it is probably best for me and passing drivers that this hasn’t occurred too often in my life. And it is probably obvious that manual transmissions and I have not made a proper
acquaintance.
My wife and father-in-law, however, know very much about cars.
They speak a foreign language to one another about gears, models, makes,
and tire treads. Both have racing experience. They follow Formula One
races religiously. The two of them even have a special bond with an old
Porsche named “Helmut” – both can make that car do things that require
special powers I just don’t possess.
And if my father-in-law and I were dropped into a junkyard full of
discarded automobile parts, you can bet that he would be in a better
place than I to tell you the make, model, and year of the particular bits
we stumbled across. Here a discarded spoiler, there a V-8 engine block. To
the untrained eye, such as mine, these are pieces of junk. To the eyes of
someone with knowledge of car mechanics, however, these pieces may be
valuable salvage, or at least they very clearly show their functionality. The
spoiler’s shape causes the car to suck air downward, holding the vehicle
more firmly on the pavement. The arrangement of the V-8 engine allows
for both more horsepower and less vibration in a smaller space.
The appearance and shapes of the automobile parts not only highlight their function but often indicate their pedigree. Pin striping, the
angle and orientation of a particular corner or side, or the size and shape
of tail fins can inform the expert of whether he or she has a Chevy, a
Ford, a Toyota. Furthermore, if you are a car enthusiast, you have probably seen the complete versions of many of these dismembered vehicles,
and even know in great detail how the components have been modified
over time by different manufacturers. In some cases, these changes have
been functional – improving engine performance, controlling emissions,
or damping vibrations. In other cases, the changes have been largely
superficial and stylistic to attract new or returning car buyers.
Although I am about the farthest thing from a car enthusiast that one
can be, it has often struck me that the skeleton and its associated soft tissues are perhaps best understood in machine metaphors. In fact, certain
aspects of automobiles work well as concepts for explaining the evolution
and functionality of the vertebrate body. I especially like the concept of
the chassis, the framework that supports a car. The chassis in my mind
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is akin to the skeleton of the vertebrate animals I study. In cars, chassis
shape, strength, and size can tell you a lot about a particular vehicle even
when much else is missing. Likewise, even with the loss of soft tissues,
the skeletons of vertebrate animals can reveal much about both the functionality and the pedigree of the particular individual you are studying.
The concepts of gear and torque are also useful. The size and shape
of the gears in a car determine how fast the axle will spin and how much
rotational force (torque) it will transfer to the tires. The arrangements of
many skeletal muscles in the vertebrate body have similar mechanical
consequences: muscles and bones act as gears producing torque around
particular joints. Even concepts such as front-wheel and rear-wheel drive
can be applied to understanding movement in vertebrate animals: for
example, many land vertebrates utilize their hind limbs for propulsion
(rear-wheel drive) and “steer” with their forelimbs.
A junkyard and a fossil-bearing layer of rock offer an intriguing comparison. My field paleontologist mentor, Jim Kirkland, once remarked
that a vertebrate paleontologist in the field is equivalent to a car expert
dumped into a mess of disassembled cars. As I now understand, a vertebrate expert can often identify the functionality and pedigree of a particular animal by examining the shape and structure of the disarticulated
bones. Just as the features on a discarded engine can tell the car enthusiast
the make, model, and size of the car, as well as its probable top speed, so
can a femur (thigh) bone tell the vertebrate expert aspects of its possessor’s
common ancestry, pedigree, probable top speed, and overall body size.
Of course, cars and vertebrates are not the same. If a manufacturer
wants to change the chassis or engine of a car, they can redesign it from
scratch, improving its efficiency or style in the process, without being
tied to problems or limitations of the previous car body. Vertebrates are
living creatures – a heart or brain or skeleton cannot simply be replaced
or modified wholesale. Unlike a car’s engine, which can be shut off
during modifications, the living engine of a vertebrate must continue
to work throughout its life. Therefore, changes in form and function
must occur while the animal continues to live. Often this means that the
organs of vertebrate animals all begin from the same basic blueprint and
are modified – many old parts are used or tweaked in ways different from
their original functionality. It is as if an engineer was forced to redesign a
car’s engine while it was still running, using only the parts already making up the car. Some interesting and weird but perhaps elegant solutions
to various problems would most likely result. Hence, vertebrate skeleton
shape is often a bizarre mix of retooled but old features containing stamps
of long-lost ancestors.
Perhaps the most important difference between cars and vertebrates
is that we can’t directly ask a particular animal lineage how and under
what circumstances particular backbones fused, or limbs developed, or
jaw power increased. Cars are made and designed by people, so we can
ask them how and why they did what they did. Our approach to deciphering the skeletal evolution of vertebrates has to be much more indirect,
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more akin to reconstructing a crime scene or piecing together a family
tree from old photos or lost memoirs. Fortunately, because the skeleton is
the living, moving framework of the body, its shape, scars, articulations,
and openings provide vital clues about the muscles, nerves, and guts of
living and extinct vertebrates. Thus, if we can understand the shape and
form of the skeleton, we purchase a window into the evolutionary history of the vertebrates, even if we can’t directly ask our ancestors how the
various backboned animals came to be.
It can be exceedingly difficult for the uninitiated to become acquainted with the skeleton, its evolution, and function from a purely
anatomical approach. Whereas professionally there is no substitute for
discussing vertebrate evolution anatomically, many beginning students
and laypersons will quickly become lost when we speak of animals being
dorsoventrally compressed, or having craniofacial prognathism, or possessing a manus with ulnar deviation. However, although vertebrates and
cars are not the same, approaching the skeleton in a way similar to that
of the car enthusiast approaching a vehicle provides us with a framework
within which vertebrate evolution and function can be understood and
in which certain key anatomical terms can be introduced.
If you want to know about the history and functional design of an
automobile, you are generally interested in knowing the following basic
information:

1.
2.
3.
4.

(c

In this book, I modify and apply this approach of investigation to
vertebrate animals. In each chapter, we will explore the evolution and
functionality of the vertebrate skeleton using the following framework:
Pedigree – relationship to other vertebrates
Date of first appearance in the fossil record
Specialties of the skeletal chassis
Econiche – e.g., herbivore, carnivore, etc.

I should emphasize that our consideration of vertebrate skeletal
function will not be limited to automobile analogies. Although we will
approach vertebrates as a car enthusiast might, the mechanical analogies will run the gamut from scissors to engines, from medieval armor
to socket wrenches. Overall, I wish to convey the functional anatomy of
the vertebrate skeleton and its historical changes using a simplified, mechanical perspective rather than the more typical approach of anatomical
analysis rooted in complex evolutionary diagrams.
Most of the chapters in this book are arranged by pedigree and
skeletal chassis. The exceptions to these criteria fall under chapters 2
Introduction
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and 3. Chapter 2 deals with subjects such as evolution, deep time, and
phylogeny, subjects that help us reconstruct the pedigree and functional
anatomy of vertebrate animals. Chapter 3 introduces the basic vertebrate
chassis and predicts what major anatomical structures would be present
in the earliest vertebrate animals. This chapter also introduces the bestknown earliest vertebrate in light of our predictions of what structures
should be present in our common ancestor. From chapter 4 onward, we
cover the long and intriguing history of the vertebrate skeleton stretching
back over 540 million years. My hope is that, by approaching this topic
from a mechanical perspective, you will ultimately appreciate the fundamental role that the skeletal chassis has played in ensuring the survival
and diversity of the vertebrate animals.
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